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Bits and Bytes

Ask the IT Auditor
By Chase Whittaker, Contributing Technology Committee Member

Information technology risk 
assessments and audit planning

How is an IT risk assessment started? 

Meet with key business owners, and use 
existing information already gathered 
such as financial, operational, internal 
control or Sarbanes-Oxley audits to help 
build a baseline. Also, consult third-party 
authoritative resources and websites 
such as the Institute of Internal Auditors, 
ISACA CobIT and RiskIT, National 
Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST), HIPAA and the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO). 

When during audit planning is the scope of an 
audit developed? Is it developed early in the 
planning or when the audit team is ready to 
begin the engagement?

Two similar approaches for developing 
the scope for audit projects are:

• The objectives and focus (i.e., 
compliance, financial, operational, IT) 
of audits may be determined during 
annual audit planning efforts with 
detailed audit scope areas developed 
at the time of the audit. 

• During annual audit planning, 
high-level objectives may be 
defined for all audits included in 
the work plan. Formal audit-level 
risk assessments may then be 
prepared during the planning phase 
for each audit with detailed audit 

objectives and scope areas defined 
based on the risks.

How are the risk assessment and audit 
plan matched to the strategic plan of your 
organization?

Audit departments may consider strategic 
plan items in their risk assessments in 
various ways, including:

• For each audit identified, consider 
the potential impacts on the strategic 
plan as a weighted factor in the 
audit’s risk assessment.

• If the item is an emerging issue, a 
weakness that management plans 
to address or a new line of business 
to be developed that is added to 
the annual strategic plan, the item 
should be scored with a higher risk 
score for business environment 
than others. 

• The strategic plan may be reviewed 
as background information prior to 
internal audit’s completion of the 
annual risk assessment and audit 
plan. Questions and topics should be 
developed for stakeholder meetings 
based on items in the strategic plan. 
Discussions at the meetings should 
focus on the highest risk areas and 
those audits anticipated to address 
these risks.

What are some best practices for comparing 
potential projects with different risk profiles 

in order to determine which ones have the 
highest risk?

Several factors or measures may 
be considered when assessing and 
evaluating the risks associated with 
potential IT audits:

1. Impact on organizational levels 
(department, hospital, market, 
enterprise)

2. Volume of transactions processed 
(a relatively small application may 
process millions of dollars)

3. Number of users impacted

4. Amount of invested capital

5. Impact on operations

6. Age of applications/technology and 
the related processes being audited

7. Management request

It seems like hours are spent on a risk 
assessment model in order to develop an 
audit plan. Yet the same plan could have 
been built by looking at the auditable entities 
and selecting the ones needing an audit. It 
seems the risk model may just be structured 
to justify what we want to audit. How can 
the risk assessment model and process be 
simplified to minimize the risk of spending too 
much time on them and allowing too much 
auditor bias to influence the results?

One reasonable, objective and time-
effective process involves interviewing 
key IT and business leaders. Ask them 
about their top three areas of concern, 
risks, opportunities and challenges. 

Audit leadership should already have 
a reasonable idea of the risk areas, but 
the discussions may supplement what 
is already known. The meetings help 
ensure the IT organization and internal 
audit are thinking alike. They may also 
let management know internal audit is 

The AHIA Technology Committee hosts Tech Talk, a quarterly teleconference 
providing an opportunity for healthcare auditors to discuss technology-related 
topics. Questions to the Ask the IT Auditor column come from the AHIA Tech Talk 
session participants. The answers are a composite of the responses from the various 
IT auditors also on the calls. Tech Talk topics are often suggested in advance, but hot 
topics often arise during the teleconferences. 

Dates for the quarterly Tech Talk calls are published on the AHIA website and 
communicated by email to AHIA members. 
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interested and involved with some of the 
areas that are already on radar. 

The process does not have to be overly 
complex. If you do not believe a lot will be 
produced from a data-driven, multi-hour 
analysis effort, then don’t take that approach. 

Is anyone preparing a multi-year audit 
work plan?

The traditional approach by most audit 
departments has been to prepare a 
single-year audit plan. Because of the 
rapid pace of technological, operational 
and regulatory changes taking place 
in healthcare—including multi-year 
system implementation projects—some 
audit departments are considering 
multi-year or even partial-year audit 
plans. Some approaches you may want 
to consider include:

• Perform a detailed risk assessment 
every three years, and update it 
annually. Prepare a rolling two-
year audit plan. Have the audit 
committee of the board review and 
approve the current year detailed 
audit plan, consulting projects 
and planned continuous auditing 
activities, as well as a high-level plan 
without detailed objectives for the 
second year. 

• Shorten the audit plan to a six-
month cycle. Develop a detailed 
risk assessment and overall audit 
plan annually. At mid-year, review 
the risk assessment and modify the 
audit plan for the next six months 
as appropriate. Have the audit 
committee review and approve the 
original and mid-year audit plans.

• Develop a continuous planning 
process. Schedule regular meetings 
with key groups or leadership. Set 
aside time at each meeting to discuss 
what is new, what is coming up in the 
near future and what are the current 
areas of risk and concern.

Incorporate the information into a quick 
risk assessment to evaluate whether the 
near-term audit plan needs adjustment 
or whether an audit can be scheduled for 
later. Making this process an organized 
and deliberate one helps ensure the 
audit work plan is responsive to the 
risks of the organization. For longer-term 
risk areas, information captured in the 
meetings can be used in assessing the 
risks and developing the audit plan for 
future years. NP


